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Abstract—Cloud Computing is a new habitat in computer 
oriented services. The cloud computing have some similarities of 
distributed system, according to those similarities cloud 
computing also uses the characteristic of networking. Therefore 
the security is the biggest concern to this environment, because 
the features of cloud computing is based on the sharing of its 
resources. In this paper we discussed mainly on the DOS attacks. 
Today’s denial of service attacks focus on certain applications. An 
intruder no needs to attack your entire infrastructure anymore. 
They can simply target the most resource-intensive applications 
that you’re executing on the cloud and use simple low-bandwidth 
attacks to make as unavailable to that service. Secure HTTP is a 
good specimen of DOS attacks. Denial-of-service attack is a 
venture to make a system or network resource that is unavailable 
to legitimate users. DOS attacks typically aim websites or 
services hosted on high-profile web servers such as card payment 
gateways, banks, and even domain name servers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud computing is rapid growing in IT business innovations. 
Most of the IT companies announce strategies for products to 
cloud environment. Cloud computing is presently one of the 
growing IT innovations. Most of the IT companies announced 
to plan products according to the cloud computing paradigm. 
Because of the cloud simplicity itself not matured yet, already 
proven that most of the critical threats as per public concerns 
in security [1][7]. In the future, we can expect more security 
concern events to cloud service provider and clients; those 
will help us to new security research directions in the cloud 
environment [2]. We have seen a rapid evolution of cloud 
computing security environment, which will effects on 
ongoing requirements and security and privacy issues raises. 
Because of these issues and concerns the cloud computing 
authors monitoring security attacks over a network and 
hacking is made by cloud components to gain the controls of 
those. The security vulnerabilities and security concerns 
should take specification to address the issues accordingly [1]. 

In this paper, we provide variety of attacks over a network 
based cloud components in the cloud environment and we 
give taxonomy of DOS attacks based on the notion of attack 
nature. 

II. CLOUD COMPUTING ATTACKS 

Because of cloud simplicity companies moving to cloud 
computing environment. The following are some of the 

potential attacks, which might be attempt by intruders or 
outsiders [3] [4]. 

A. Denial of Service (DOS) attacks 
B.  Cloud Malware Injection Attack 
C. .Side Channel Attacks 
D. Authentication Attacks 
E. Man-In-The-Middle Attacks 

Among these attacks we mainly concentrate on Denial of 
Service attacks, this attack clearly explained below. 

Denial of Service (DOS) attacks:  
The denial of service attacks mainly focus on web resources, 
those are provided by cloud service provider. Some of the 
security professionals suggested that cloud is vulnerable to 
denial of service attacks, because of its sharing of resources 
among their clients. The DOS attacks ensure more damage to 
the compromised resources in cloud environment. The cloud 
computing operating system poses the heavy workloads on 
distributed services, then the cloud try to provide more 
computing power to the resources about workloads. Thus, the 
server component boundaries are extended to maximum 
workload to process for no longer hold [9]. By this way the 
cloud host is try to work against intruder up to some extent 
even it supports the attackers by damaging services on 
resources. Due to this activity service availability decreased. 
The Fig 1: shows a model of DOS attack done by intruder. 
Thus, the intruder no need flood to all n resources in target, 
but instead it can flood as single.  
 

 
Fig 1. Dos attack In Cloud-computing 

The cloud based environment address in order to perform a 
huge loss of availability on specific services. A cloud service 
provider cannot able to share secured data among its clients 
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that address to the difficulty of in identification by cloud 
clients. 
 
A Denial of Service (DOS) attack is an attack that 
compromise a website, causing the resources normally issued 
by the website those no longer for clients of that website. 
Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) attacks are based on 
traffic volume based attacks from huge number of 
compromised hosts. These hosts or resources, known as 
‘zombies’, form a widely distributed attack network called as 
‘botnet’ [3].The resource attacks in cloud are distributed 
denial of service; this may not be true for denial of services in 
the websites[6]. Therefore, when user experiencing difficulty 
to access websites content, it should not be assumed ad denial 
service attack. Many forms of DOS attacks are easier 
implement than DDOS attacks and these attacks are still used 
by intruders with malicious intent. The DOS attacks are easier 
to defend using mechanisms which are known to the cloud 
client. It is important to complete analysis of attacks when 
website becomes perform unusual functions[7]. Such that, it is 
essential to analysis of attack traffic when a website becomes 
unable to perform its usual role. Most of the DOS attack 
mechanisms are super finely enforced at good at that time. 
Some mechanisms, those are variety types of website 
resemble are enforced as general operating procedure to check 
whether the website is attacked or not. These methods are 
models for our website, those are good for performance and 
resilience to DOS attacks. Other mechanisms are organized to 
reactivate the websites, those are under DOS attacks. 
 
Types of DOS attacks: 

DOS attacks are broadly classified based on Network based 
and attacker’s behavior. The network based DOS attacks are: 
1. UDP Bombing 
2. TCP Syn Flooding 
3. Ping Of Death 
4. Smurf Attack 
These attacks are possibly on the network resources and are 
explained in [2]. The network based attacks plays an 
important role in cloud environment. 
 

UDP Bombing Attack: 

The UDP bombing attack is a network based attack. In this we 
reckoned two UDP services: echo and chargen, these are used 
in the early network monitoring and testing and, are enabled 
as default on most systems. These two UDP services can be 
used to launch DOS attack by connecting the chargen to echo 
ports on the similar or another hosts and produces huge 
amount of network traffic. 

UDP service denial:  

Chargen and Disable echo are countermeasures of UDP denial 
of services and remaining services are unused such as 
/etc/inetd.config in UNIX operating system, and Cisco ensures 
UDP with no small services at the firewall level. It only 

allows legitimate traffic such on UDP port 53 by monitoring 
on firewalls [5].    

Windows UDP attacks 
The Microsoft windows operating systems are vulnerable to 
UDP attacks than in the UNIX operating system. The tools 
those exploits the weakness of windows operating systems are 
Bonk, Boink, and Newt ear bonk. The possible weakness 
exploits in windows 9.x/IP stack/NT TCP. The hacker can 
send malformed packets to the vulnerable host in a network 
and packets are re-assembled as invalid UDP datagram. By 
receiving the invalid packets, the host reboots or freezes with 
blank screens. This effect is also called as pathological offset 
attack. 
 
TCP SYN Flooding 
 TCP SYN flooding is also referred to as the TCP half open 
attack in order to establish a authorized TCP connection then 
the user sends a SYN packet from host to the server. 
1. The client sends a SYN 
2. ACK back to the client 
3. The client sends an ACK back to the server  
Here, the three way handshaking connection is established and 
attack did by the attacker through the initialization of a TCP 
connection to the server. The connection can be established 
with the usage SYN and legitimate source address. The server 
sends ACK as response to clients SYN packet then server wait 
for clients reply and allocates memory for that client. This 
leads to wastage of memory and server time.  
 
TCP SYN Flooding: Results 
The connection established under the three ways handshaking 
will suffers from DOS attacks. After establishment of half 
open connection, the victim server will buffer connection 
request until reply from client. No connection will be made till 
the buffer becomes emptied. There is timeout policy in such 
case of half connections, so that connection will be terminated 
after time expires. The attacker continuously sends connection 
request with SYN packet faster than the server expires the 
pending connection requests. To overcome these type of 
network based attacks, there are different countermeasures 
those are explained below clearly.  
 
TCP SYN Flooding:  Countermeasures There are different 
countermeasures for the TCP SYN flooding attacks in the 
network based topologies 
1. Claim vendor patches on newly released Operating systems 
to optimize the problems. 
2. Install filters on routes to prevent IP spoofing in a network. 
 
Ping of death attack: 
The ping of death is a denial of service attack caused by the 
attacker. The attacker can send an IP packet more than 65,536 
bytes, which is allowable by the IP protocol. This is one of the 
features of TCP/IP protocol by fragmenting incoming packets 
into sub packets [6][9]. The IP protocol allows a single packet 
and broken down into smaller packets. From 1996, the 
attackers took advantage of this feature when they found the 
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packet broken in to small packet those could be add up to 
more than 65,536 bytes. Many operating systems don’t know 
what has to do whenever it receives an extra sized packet. 
Such that the operating systems simply froze, rebooted and/or 
crashed. For clear clarification see Fig 2. Ping of death attacks  
were specifically  dreadful because the identity of the intruder 
sending an extra sized packet can results in spoofing of 
packets and because the attacker no need to aware of machine 
details except the IP address of that machine in internet. To 
avoid these type attacks, the operating system companies 
released patches but still so many of websites under the 
blocking of Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) 
messages. These messages are filtered at firewall to prevent 
ping of death attacks and any features that related kind of 
denial service attacks.  

Smurf attack:  

The smurf attack is a kind of denial of service attack by 
exploiting on the internet protocol. It broadcast the addresses 
to create a denial of service attacks. The intruder uses the 
features of smurf program to cause that network to be 
inoperable. The smurf attack takes certain advantages over an 
Internet protocol (IP) and ICMP by using characteristics of 
these protocols over an internet [9]. The ICMP is used by 
network components and administrators among nodes to 
exchange.  

The ICMP can be used to send error notification messages 
among the nodes to the server. The operational node returns 
reply with an echo message in response to the message of 
ping. The smurf program generates an internet packet that 
seems to sends from other address for clear understand see 
Fig3. The IP packet contains ICMP ping notification and the 
entire network resources address in given network.    

 

Fig 2. Ping of death attack 

The ping messages are sent as echo to reply back to the 
vulnerable address. These ping and echo messages can flood 
the network traffic which is unusable network traffic. The 

possible overwhelming of these smurf attacks is to by not 
using IP address at each network router or resources [8][10]. 

These attacks are happen over a network in cloud 
environment. The cloud computing mainly suffers from these 
attacks because it is operated based on network components. 
The cloud computing environment is network based services 
and cloud components are only access by network[9]. 

 

Fig 3. Smurf attack 

III. CONCLUSION 

The cloud computing is suffers from DOS attacks in network 
based components and these type of attacks can be overcome 
by using third party monitoring of check points. Each and 
every time third party auditor the monitoring network by 
using homomorphism token’s and erroriser coded data by 
using varies technique that user having control over a cloud 
data. 
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